SUNY Washington Internship Program

Graphic Design

Sample List of Internship Sites

2U - Graphic Design
10 Pearls
ASCD - Graphic Design
Blue Cart
Bright Light Media
CAILBRE
Center for a New American Security (CNAS) - Graphic Design
Child Trends - Graphic Design
Compusearch Software Systems, Inc. - Graphic Design
EIA International
Foundation Center - Video and Graphic Design Production Intern
FleishmanHillard - Graphic Design
Grafik
Greenfield Belser LTD
Hudson Institute - Kleptocracy Initiative
Graphic Design Internship
Illustria
IMGE
Interstate Moving-Relocation-Logistics - Graphic Design
ISL
Laureate Education - Graphic Design
Menkiti Group
Monumental Sports & Entertainment - Graphic Design
National Low Income Housing Coalition
No Kid Hungry - Graphic Design
Parsons Corporation - Graphic Design/Marketing
Society for Neuroscience - Graphic Design
StrateComm
The Clearing, Inc.
United Muslim Relief - Graphic Design
Vectorworks, Inc.
Xanthus Design